
 
GAMES AND RULES 

LEVEL 1 GAMES: (SIMPLE GAMES) 
1-ELIMINATION GAME: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS)  
In this game there are 2 or more teams, each team is trying to eliminate the other team members by 
shooting them; the team that eliminates the all team members wins the game.  
 
2- CAPTURE THE FLAG: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS) 
In this game players divide in to 2 or more teams, each team has their own flags. Team is trying to capture 
the other team’s flag and lift it up in order to win the game. The other way to win the game is eliminating the 
other team.  
 
3- VIP GAME: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS) 
In this game each team has a 1 VIP member, VIP members have bandana tied up to their arms, once the 
VIP gets shot team loses the game, the idea is protect the VIP and eliminate the other teams VIP in order 
to win the game.  
 
4- MEDIC: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS) 
In this game each team has a medical person; medical person can assist other players when they get shot 
he runs to their help and wipe their paint with the towel, then the player can return to game.  
If player get shots in the head they must leave the game, otherwise they sit down and call their team medic 
by yelling their team color + medic. If medic gets shot he cannot help himself. Team that eliminates the 
other team wins.  
 
5- LAST MAN STANDING: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS) 
In this game there are no teams. Everybody is working individually.  
Everybody is trying to shoot each other and the last man standing is the survivor.  
 
6- PREDATORS VS HUMANS: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS) 
In this game there are at least 2 predators they are wearing this special goggles. Rests of the players are 
humans. Humans get eliminated even if they get shot in the leg, arm or body. On the other hand predators 
get eliminated only with head shots or by being called freeze.  
 
7- CENTRAL FLAG: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS) 
In this game there is only 1 flag in the center of the field. Each team is running towards the flag trying to 
capture it and bring it to their start point. If a player captures the  
Flag and in the way back to his start point if he get shots he should drop the flag in that point and  
Game continues until somebody brings it back to start point.  
 
8- TREASURE HUNT GAME: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS) 
This game is similar to bring the flag home game but in this game there is a secret document hidden 
somewhere in the field. Each team is trying to find the secret document and bring it back to start point 
without being shot. The difference between bring the flag home and treasure hunt is flag is visible and 
place is known map is hidden and players actually need to search the map without being shot.  
 
9- DEFEND THE CASTLE: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS) 
 In this game there is a castle 1 team inside trying to keep the castle secure during 8 minutes until the 
backup arrives. The other team is trying to take over the castle.  
 
10- BRING THE FLAG HOME: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS) 
In this game players divide in to 2 or more teams, each team has their own flags. Team is trying to capture the other 
team’s flag and bring it to their own start line in order to win the game. The other way to win the game is eliminating 
the other team. 



LEVEL 2 GAMES: (DIFFICULT GAMES) 
 
11- BIOHAZARD: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS) 
In this game there are few zombies running around the house and shooting the people in the house without getting 
in to house, and people in the house trying to stay alive around 6 to 8 minutes. If they can hold on they win the game, 
if zombies get shot they go back to safe zone and return to game. If people in the house get shot they leave the 
house go to safe zone and return to game as a zombies. In the beginning of the game there are few zombies and 
many people in the house but the more people get shot more zombies numbers are multiply  

 
12- WAR ZONE CARDS GAME: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS) 
In this game there are cards with points everywhere, 2 or more teams trying to shoot each other and collect 
the cards in the same time. In the end of 5 minutes team that collects the higher points will win the game, if 
the player gets shot in this time they drop the points in the same spot go back to start line and return to 
game.  
 
13- TIME ATTACK GAME: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS) 
In this game there is a limited time (usually 3 minutes, it may change according to player’s number) in this 
limited time team that eliminates most of the other team wins the game.  

14- INVASION GAME: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS)                  
In this game there are 2 aliens and if they get shot they return to start point wipe the paint of and return to 
game. If alien shoots somebody they become alien too. The rest of the players are human.  

15- SNIPERS VS. TEAM: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 5 PLAYERS)                  
In this game there are 2 or 4 snipers on sniper towers, they are trying to eliminate the team; team is trying 
to shoot them up, if team eliminates snipers, team wins. If snipers eliminate the team snipers wins.  
 
16- RESCUE THE HOSTAGE: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 5 PLAYERS) 
There is none armed hostage behind the enemy lines. 1 team tries to rescue him / her. The other team tries 
to hold on to hostage. Enemy team can not shoot the hostage before his / her team touches him / her. 
Hostage cannot move alone hostage must be touched by same team member.  
After they touch hostage they need to escort him / her back to start point. In the way if hostage gets shot 
team loses the game. If they can manage to escort the hostage they win the game.  

17- TANK HUNTER: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS)                   
There is a tank in the middle of the field 1 team is trying to protect the tank by shooting anybody that gets 
close to it. The other team has a C4 explosive device they are trying to eliminate the tank by blowing it up. 
If they can place the C4 on tank they win the game.  
 
18- SAVE THE DAY: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS) 
There will be C4 explosive device hidden somewhere in the field and 9 minutes timer set on it, 2 team tries 
to find out the C4 and neutralize it in 9 minutes. The team that can find the C4 and neutralize it wins the 
game.  
 
19- TAKE OVER: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS) 
In this game there are 2 teams each team is trying to carry their flag to others teams start point; if they can 
carry their own flag to other side of the field they win the game.  
 
20- SNIPERS VS. SNIPERS: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS) 
In this game there are 4 sniper towers, everybody gets in these towers and they try to eliminate each other 
by shooting from towers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LEVEL 3 GAMES: (COMPLEX GAMES)  

21- SPY GAME: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 8 PLAYERS)                         
 In this game in each team there is a spy. Spy is actually working for the other team and eliminating his 
team members by shooting them discreetly. If somebody figures out that he is a spy they may shoot him. 
On the other hand spy shouldn’t shoot the other team members. But the other team members don’t know 
that he is a spy and they are still trying to eliminate him. So spy should be careful not to get shot by other 
team and also work discreetly by eliminating his own team members.  
 
22- ADVANCE VIP: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS) 
 in this game each team have 1 VIP they are trying to move VIP to the other side of the field, VIP has a 
balloon on his head if VIP gets shot and his balloon is pops he is dead and the game is lost. The players 
besides VIP if they get shot they have to go to start point wipe the paint and come back to game.  
 
23- CAPTURE THE FLAG + MEDIC: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS) 
In this game players divide in to 2 or more teams, each team has their own flags. Team is trying to capture 
the other team’s flag and lift it up in order to win the game. The other way to win the game is eliminating the 
other team. But this time each team has 1 medical person in their team, if player gets shot they call for 
medic.  

24- AMMO HUNTER: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS)                    
In this game everybody start with only 5 paintballs in their marker. Each team has a 1 big ammo box hidden 
somewhere in the field. When game starts players must use their ammo very carefully not to run out of 
ammo. The team that seeks and finds their ammo box first will load paintballs and will eliminate the other 
team. 
 
25- TERMINATORS: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS) 
In this game there are several terminators; terminators have balloons attached to top of their goggles, and 
arms, rest of players are work as a team and try to eliminate the terminators. To eliminate them they need 
to shoot all balloons down, any human gets shot he is out. 
  
26- VIP + MEDIC GAME: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS) 
in this game each team has a 1 VIP member, VIP members have bandana tied up to their arms, once the 
VIP gets shot team loses the game, the idea is protect the VIP and eliminate the other teams VIP in order 
to win the game. But this time each team has 1 medical person in their team, if player gets shot they call for 
medic.  
 
27-TREASURE HUNT + MEDIC: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS) 
This game is similar to bring the flag home game but in this game there is a secret document hidden 
somewhere in the field. Each team is trying to find the secret document and bring it back to start point 
without being shot. The difference between bring the flag home and treasure hunt is flag is visible and 
place is known map is hidden and players actually need to search the map without being shot. But this time 
each team has 1 medical person in their team, if player gets shot they call for medic.  
 
28- SNIPERS VS. TEAM+ MEDIC: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 5 PLAYERS) 
In this game there are 2 or 4 snipers on sniper towers, they are trying to eliminate the team; team is trying 
to shoot them up, if team eliminates snipers, team wins. if snipers eliminate the team snipers wins. But this 
time team has 1 medical person in their team, if player gets shot they call for medic.  
 
29- TAKE OVER + MEDIC: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS) 
In this game there are 2 teams each team is trying to carry their flag to others teams start point, if they can 
carry their own flag to other side of the field they win the game. But this time each team has 1 medical 
person in their team, if player gets shot they call for medic.  
 
30- PREDATORS VS HUMANS+ MEDIC: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 5 PLAYERS) 
in this game there are at least 2 predators they are wearing this special goggles. Rests of the players are 
humans. Humans get eliminated even if they get shot in the leg, arm or body. On the other side predators 
get eliminated only with head shots or freeze calls but this time team has 1 medical person in their team, if 
player gets shot they call for medic. And medic can heel them by wiping the paint off. If somebody get shot 
or been called freeze they leave the game. 



LEVEL 4 GAMES: (COMPLEX COMBINE GAMES)  
 
31- TREASURE HUNT + MEDIC + PREDATORS: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS) 
this game is similar to bring the flag home game but in this game there is a secret document hidden 
somewhere in the field. Each team is trying to find the secret document and bring it back to start point 
without being shot. The difference between bring the flag home and treasure hunt is flag is visible and 
place is known map is hidden and players actually need to search the map without being shot. But this time 
each team has 1 medical person in their team, if player gets shot they call for medic. Predator will also 
cover his team members, to kill the predator you need to shoot him in the head or call him freeze in short 
distance. 

32- SNIPERS VS. TEAM + MEDIC + ADVENCE VIP: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 8 PLAYERS)                       
In this game there are 2 or 4 snipers on sniper towers, they are trying to eliminate the team; this time team 
has a VIP team is trying to escort VIP from A point to B point, if team manage to escort VIP from A to B 
point, team wins. If snipers eliminate the VIP snipers wins. But this time team has 1 medical person in their 
team, if player gets shot they call for medic. However medic cannot heel the VIP. 
 
33- TERMINATORS + MEDIC: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 5 PLAYERS) 
In this game there are several terminators; terminators have balloons attached to top of their goggles, and 
arms, rest of players are work as a team and try to eliminate the terminators. To eliminate them they need 
to shoot all balloons down, any human gets shot in the arm, leg or body they sit down on one knee and call 
for medic. Medic cannot heel head shots or freeze calls. Also medic cannot heel himself. If anybody gets 
shot anywhere in the body after medic is down, that player also counts out. 
 
34- TERMINATORS VS PREDATORS: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 4 PLAYERS) 
In this game there are several terminators; terminators have balloons attached to top of their goggles, and 
arms, rest of players are predators. If predators get shot in the head or been called freeze they leave the 
game. To eliminate the terminators they need to shoot all balloons down. 
 
35- CAPTURE THE FLAG + VIP: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS)  
In this game players divide in to 2 or more teams, each team has their own flags. Team is trying to capture 
the other team’s flag and lift it up in order to win the game. The other way to win the game is eliminating the 
other team. But this time each team has also VIP. The other thing to do is protect your own VIP and shoot 
the other teams VIP. 

 
LEVEL 5 GAMES: (MULTI TASK GAMES)  
 
41- ALL IN ONE GAME: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 12 PLAYERS)  
in this game 2 teams shooting each other, each team has 1 VIP, 1 Medic, 1 Sniper, 1 predator, 1 team 
leader and 1 spy on their side. The way to win the game is eliminate every player on the other side or shoot 
the VIP after that they need to find the spy in team and eliminate the spy.  Medic can heel everybody 
besides VIP and head shots and freezes, 1 sniper will cover team members from the tower, 1 predator will 
also cover his team members, to kill the predator you need to shoot him in the head or call him freeze in 
short distance, team leader will give orders to every other player and spy will try to eliminate his own team 
members. 
 

42- CAPTURE THE FLAG + VIP +MEDIC: (REQUIRE MINIMUM 6 PLAYERS) 

in this game players divide in to 2 or more teams, each team has their own flags. Team is trying to capture 
the other team’s flag and lift it up in order to win the game. The other way to win the game is eliminating the 
other team. But this time each team has also VIP. The other thing to do is protect your own VIP and shoot 

the other teams VIP. Medic can heel everybody besides VIP, head shots and freezes 

 
 

 EASY GAME 
         NORMAL GAME 
                             DIFFICULT GAME 
                                    VERY DIFFICULT GAME 
                                        MOST DIFFICULT GAME 


